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一一… AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INCIDENT AND 
ITS PLACE IN MEIJI HISTORY 
IA民 C. RUXTON 
Ritsumeikan University 
"Your country spea註s of opening . up to foreigners in a friendly 
way， るut to judge froπi the actions. of the Bizen men yesterday, 
Japan is still full of exclusionists.” 
Sir Harry Parkes speaking to Ito Shunsuke ( January 12, 1おお 2
Chapter One 織 What Actually沼町，pened ? 
Sannomiya Shrine is in the centre of Kobe City, a few metres North East 
from where the Daimaru Department.Store stands. In the shrine grounds stands 
a plaque which is written in English and Japanese. The English version reads 
as follows: 
“Outline of Kobe Incident 
On 11白January 1868, immediately after the opening of the po氏。f Kobe 
主o foreign· trade. it so happened that a proc�sion of a vanguard of troops 拭tached
to the feudal lord of Bizen, Okayama was passing in front of Sannomiya Shrine 
when several crew memるers of foreign warships lying at anchor off Kobe cut 
across the procession. Exasperated at this disrespect of the Japanese manners 
and customs, Masanobu Zenzabur・·ou ’faki of the vanguard wounded one of 
the foreign sailors， るringing about an exchange of fire between the warships 
and the Japanese troops，綿 the result of which Kobe was temporarily occupied 
by f。reign forces. 
On 15th Januarγ， Michitomi Higasれikuze hurriedly came down to Kobe at 
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the 茸mper’’
auth。,rities, infon宣言it宿泊em of the fact that as the result of the Meiji Restoration, 
Japan had b舵a restored to rule by the豆mperor's personal administration. 
Eventually, Zenzaburo ’raki， 部suming full responsibility for the incident, 
committed harakin or killed himself by slashing his abdomen in the pr1部側伐
of foreign repr1碕entatives. Thus the incident w路 end�. n 
’fhe aむove is nothing but the bare bones of what happened. The Japanese 
explanation in a pamphlet · �rovided by the shrine is a little more detailed. It 
s組協出at the Kobe Incident ( elsewhere known as the Bizen Affair) is wo焔y
of sp伐泊1 mention in the history of Japanese diplomacy. 
“The Imperial Cour士ordered the lord of Bizen to Nishinomiya to con位。l
a pro 酬 Tokugawa faction based in Amagasaki. The lord of Bizen set off from 
Okayama on New Year’s Day with aboutム000 soldie路. One company of about 
500 commanded by the chief retainer Hiki’ratewaki was passing in front of 
Sannomiya Shdne 抵 about one p. m. on the 11 白 when some foreigners suddenly 
attemptedぬcross throughぬe pro岱ssion. This enraged 士he Bizen men who 
wounded one of the foreigners. There ensued an 偲change of rifle fire with 
troops from American, British , French, Italian量 Dutch and Prussian. warships 
anchored 誕 Kobe. Fearing that the incident would get out of control, the Bizen 
troops took their earli鎚t oppo拭unity to withdraw. It seemed 詰1at Kobe would 
be completely occupied by foreign pow1締， and that a national msis was at 
hand. The townspeople of Kobe were gripped wi出fear which caused them 
お forsake their hom俗 and run to the mountains for safety. 
On the 15出Imperial envoy Higashi註uze Michitomi met with the 
陀presentatives of six countries in the Ct絡めm House. The declaration he carried 
from the Emperor bore the 総al of s組処 This was .the first time in出e history 
of Japanese diplomacy· and in the history of the nation 白紙 the seal of state 
was affixed 士o a diplomatic paper. It adorned the first page in the hi針。ry of 
Japanese diplomacy. 民 should further be borne in mind that this happened 
in Kobe at the Customs House. 
情 92 時
During the 幻egotiations the foreign representatives demanded tha主 the·person
m旬。nsible for opening fire be condemned to death and executed in 主heir
pr，鎚ence. Aま that time the Japanese envoy 縦士 he was in no position to refuse. 
The Emperor w総 also 廿·oubled防白is demand，むut 拭 last the Bizen officer 
Taki Zenzaburo Masano加obeyed the order and comit主ed harakiri at Eifukuji 
temple in 詰yogo, thus ending 出e incident 
The self 四 saαifice of Masanobu meant that Japan did not become a colonぁ
nor did Kobe become a s伐ond Shanghai or 話。ng Kong. During the transition 
合·om the Bakufu to the Meiji Era there were ind総d many difficu註 diplomatic
problems, but the importance of this inddent must not be und釘伺tima主ed. "2 
Such，血en, is one Japanese view of血e inddent The noble 純ぽifice of the 
individual is achieved for the common good. However, the mo試Y釦ent Japanぉe
book on the Kobe Incident { Kensho: Kobe Jiken / The Kobe Incident: an 
Investigヨ討on, by Nemo主：o Katsuo ) published in 1990 points o批 many conflicting 
accoun総 of the incident Nemoto begins旬結king the Japanese version on 主he
plaque in the shrine grounds to task on two counts：訟は，b偲州統治e incident 
is desαibed as taking place in the fi路ま y鈍r of Meiji, which strictly did not 
begin until it was officially proclaimed on Se例制1ber 8 th, so. th試 it is more 
aζαirate to say 総説 it happened· in Keio 4 ; second，もecause the Bizen 註·oops
are 総括主o have been going to Amagasaki，拭that time a castle town under 
主主e control of 予拘 置 Bakufu 仕·oops, when they were actually going to Nishinomiya
to police 仙e pro 叩 怠誌ufu troops in Amagasaki.3 { As s総n above, the shrine 
pamphlet is .accurate on出is point.) 
Nemoto まhen examines various accoun総 d how the incidet詑 began. The 詰yogo
Prefectural His主：ory states 
"Aま fi陪t two French marines at総mp飽d to cross the procession fro思 the
sh討関与減免 but we陀 stopped from doing so by 士he 仕oop commander and an 
interpreter. 'Then an American marine caJled Joseph Collins crossed over from 
theるeach side between the second and third groups. The Bizen troops shouted 
at him to go back. Hearin富士his-, a British soldier pointed a pi討ol at the 
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commander of the third rifle group （’faki Zenzaburo ) whose troops readied 
sp回路. The Briton then entered a private house and left by the back door. 
He escaped to the British Consul�te. while under fire from Bizen rifle groups. ” 
The Hyogo Pref1舵tural Police History stat，伺
“One French marine attempted to aoss the Bizen pr0<沼ssion from the left 
but was stopped by the soldi釘s. A British soldier who saw this threatened 
the leader of the s舵ond rifle group，’f aki . Zenzaburo. with a pistol. The la主ter
was enraged, and at his command the soldier was wounded with a spear. He 
was fired on while escaping.” 
The Kobe City History stat錨まhat two foreigi時間 a統的pted to aoss the 
procession from left to right, and one more from right 主o left It broadly 姥r舵S
with the耳yogo Pref1舵tural Viぽsion. The Nishinomiya City history is too b討d
to be helpful, while the Okayama P問f倒ural History, like the Kobe City History, 
mentions a slight fies註wound caused by訟e spear. 
Nemoto comments白紙these histories all differ slightly in their versions, 
and the dif(erence is not merely one of lin郡istic expr錨sion, but substantive. 
Everγaccount agrees that the incident began with foreign marines attempting.
to cross the Bizen procession. Thereafter the Hyogo Prefectural History speaks 
of " two French marines ” ；出e Hyogo Police百is士.Ory of “ one F問nch marine ” ； 
the Okayama version mentions " a French marine called Carriere and one other 
foreigner ” ；the Kobe City His句ry mentions two foreigners，忌ut does not give 
their nationality or name. 
All the accounts 姥Y伐白at the Bizen troops stopped the foreigners from 
crossing the proαssion. However, after that 主he accounts again differ. While 
the 百yogo Prefectural History mentions Joseph Collins, he is合併即entioned
by the Hyogo Police History. 
Such· inconsistencies abound, and are exhaustively covered by Nemoto.4 He 
further com阿部品e均ort in the Diary d白e R総toration ( Fukkoki ) and 
rep一rts from Hiki’ratewaki and other eye witnesses of the .Biz�n clan.5 
Faced with such. varying reports of how the inciden主 began, it is tempting 
to conclude that in fact nothing of any great significance happened at all. The 
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incident was the proverbial " storm in a teacup ” ，exploited to出e full むy
the foreign powers to consolidate their position in the new order after the 
Restoration. 
自owever，をhere are other versions of the inciden士 seen through foreign eyes. 
Sir Harry Parkes, then British Minis総r, noted the following in his de将棋ch
of 15 February 1868: 
" The only buildings at present standing on the si総［ of the settlement] 
are the Custom house, bonded warehouse and the British Consulat鳥all of which 
are situ拭ed near 士he water side, at the south eastern comer of the site. The 
town of Kobe flanks the 副総 on the w槌tern side, and the main s廿eet of白紙
town opens on the settlement ground誕the northwest comer and ski吋s pa目
。f the northern side of the town. 
On the 4出 instant, at about 2. 30 p. m. I happened to be walking near 
the latter comer of the Settlement, in com予知y witお Captain Stan hope, the 
senior Naval Officer, and LieutenarはBradshaw, commanding the Legation guard, 
when Joseph Collins, a British subject, ran up to inform me that he had been 
struck by a soldier of a Daimyo’s train, the head of which we could see coming 
down the street at a distance of aむout sixty yards. Collins was still describing 
to me what had occurred when the train hal詑d, and I saw that several of 
the spearmen, who were twenty or出irty files from the head of the column, 
brought their spears初出e charge, as if t為的were attacking someone in the 
street Shouts and confusion immediately followed, and I observed the men 
of the column spread themselves out in skirmishin客order on . the Settlement 
ground, and commence to fire upon every foreigner whom they happened to 
see there including myself andまhe officers who were there with me. 
They fired very quickly as they we問 armed with breech 田 loading rifles. As 
the set士lement ground afforded no shelter, the foreigners who were thus 抵tacked,
could only seek safety by endeavouring to gain the cover of the Custom house 
and other buildings at the opp,osite comer of the square, and to doぬis they
had to cross the large open space under the fire of their assailants. 
On seeing that the alarm was then given, the Daimyo
きs men reformed, and
許均一甲nwd
continued their way along northern side of the squa問， until they left the 
settlement by the Osaka road. The guards of the English, French and American 
Legations soon followed in pursuit, but by different tracks ‘・・
They were pursued for some distance, but as they めandoned their baggage 
and ran，主hey soon made good their escape in the thick cover which the hills 
afforded them.”6 
This version has出e incident occu口ing almost a month after the Japanese 
ve路ions, although this may be explained by the fact that the Japanese versions 
are dated according to the old lunar ( non 四 W偲句m ) calendar. It also sugges恰
that the Daimyo’s men were a good deal more hostile than the Japanese versions ‘ 
indicate. One may further wonder why Parkes ’mentions no casualties among 
the foreigners if they were fired on repeatedly and on ground affording no shelter. 
Indeed, Mitford in" Tales of Old Japan ” claims there were two or three men 
wounded.7 
There is another version presented by one Frank Cary in a letter to the 
Editor of the Japan Chronicle dated March 19, 1933 which quotes an earlier 
letter to the E《obe Herald of November 20, 1900 from an anonymous contributor 
whose pen 岬 name was ‘ Pioneer ’Y Cary’s letter was occasioned by the Japan 
Chronicle’s editorial of March 1st, 1933 , which was a “ r偲tat釘nent of the ac伐pted
version of出e incidents leading up to the judicial harakiri of ’Taki Zenzaburo.” 
Cary explains tha士the original letter wぉthree columns and a fraction so 
he provides an abridged version. He would also
“ much appreciate a clue as 
to the identity of • Pion悦ド and his credibility. We ha柁all seen how history 
canむe coloured, and if Pioneer really has the right of the matter, some of 
us owe it to Taki Zenzaburo to bum a stick of incense at his new monument.” 
Pioneer claims to have been an eye witness of the Incident, and is described 
by the Kobe Herald as an "old and respected Kobe resident.”He writes as
follows: 
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“Immediately prior to the Restoration troops . . . were converging towards 
Kyoto. It was at 出is period that ... 0関ka and Hiogo ( now Kobe) were opened ... 
indeed the advent of foreigners in this part of Japan conむibuted much to the 
unr�t of this time. While 位。ops of Prince Bizen were passing eastwards along 
山e n。rthem boundary 試reet of the Settlement some foreign seafaring men issuing 
from a grogshop on the native side of the sむ·eet, nearlデ opposite the present 
No. 48 , rudely jostled the Bizen 紛ldiers wh鉛抑ssing出roug.長自eir ranks. 
Irritated at conduct which in all civilised countries would be treated 総 a very 
grave offence 主主e Bizen men, still continuing 士heir march eaばward, fired a few 
random and harmless shots at their fo児ign tonnen主ors. It would be well if 
the m鋭er had ended there. Preconcer総d signals were dis手layed at the consulates 
ま：o the men 冊 。f 世 war in harbour calling for assistance. Sir Harry Parkes, whom 
hぬまory credits with having done something heroic on that occasion, bほwho
really had no oppo此uni主y, heard the firing and ordered the assemblyおおe
sounded at the Consulat� then situated where 出e present Pier Company’s offices 
now stand. A detachment of British soldiers stationed at the Consulate and 
three volunteers were soon under arms and off 討をhe double, inョuick pursuiま．．．
itching for a fight, the rights and wrongs of which they had not the remotest 
とoncep士ion. The Bizen party, finding 出at they were being overtaken, made a 
stand at a two 冊鉱oried farmhouse close to the road nearly in line with Lindau's 
炉ove. It af総rwards transpired that their movements were impeded by a field 置
がece carried by coolies and their stand was made with the view of k託手ing
出eir pursuers in check while secreting the field - piece in 'the farmhouse. In 
extended order, standing：， 住e Japanese opened fire aま a distance of about four 
hundred yards：出e foreigners ... replied まo the fire. The encounter was noを
bloodless as a writhing mass in the rear of the Japanese testified. An unfortunate 
count�oman in the British line of fire had been ぬot through the leg: 
SUるsequently she was attended 主o. While the firing was in progress a party 
of American marines 設計 in an appearance and halted a few yards behind the 
British firing line: they, however, took no part in the engagement ... 
After some half 輔 a 四 dozen rounds per man 註ad been expendeえthe Bizen 
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men who had effected the purpose for which they bad halted, broke to the 
north in a disorderly 訂·owd . . . The British troops . . . followed the Bizen men 
for some distance through the paddy fields. It was at 出is juncture th拭 Parkes,
a主主he head of his mounted escor色白me出urtdering eastward along the Osaka 
road. The party hal総d at the fannhouse 時 and brought fort主役1e coolie in charge 
of the hidd
i
部 field 聞 がece. This man ... was entrusted with a le伎町仕om the 
British Minister to carry 士：o his Prince. Later on the O犯cer in command of 
the Bizen troops was compelled ま：o committee ( sic ) seppuku ” and for what ？ 叩
for ' not having sufficient control over his men ’ recently wrote a. fore詰n Kobe 
scrib笥 for performing his duty, say I. I was young and hot 圃 headed in those 
days and thoughtlessly took part in the Bizen incident. With advancing ye紅s •.. 
I can hon慌tly declare 白紙 I have for many y偲持 E湾問抗ed that my trigger 
finger wぉ not badly blistered on that memora包括da}' and my h伺rtfelt sympathy 
is ever wi自治at unfortunate officer whose undeserved and sad end w絡むroug.批
about by 凱1ch an inadequate cause. This is all I know of the Bizen incid偲士．
PIONEER" 
A. B. Miぜord was British at生ache 士o Japan from 1866叩70 and published his 
aαount of the incident in his “Tales of Old Japan ” in 1871.昏 He shows none 
of Pioneer's sympathy for the Japanese officer: 
“It was a fine wir:比：er's day, and the place was full of bustle, and of the 
going and coming of men busy wit弘首1e care of housing th初1selv1鈴and their 
goods anq chattels. All of a sudden, a proc也sion of armed men, b�onging 
初出e Bizen clan, was 鈍en to leave the town, and ま：o advance along the high 
road leading to Osaka; and without apparent reason 情 it was said afterwards 
偽at two Frenchmen had crossed the line of mare弘 司 自ere was a halt, a stir, 
and a word of command given. Then the little clouds of white smoke puffed 
w，部d 士he sharp er ping ” of the rifle bullets came whizzing over出e op伺
space, destined for a foreign settlement, as fast as the repe試ing breech 田 loaders
could be discharged. Happily, the practice was very bad; for had 白e men of 
Bizen been good shots, almost all the principal for.eign officials in the country, 
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besides many merchants and. private gentlemen, must have b悦n killed: as it 
was, only two or three men were wounded. If they were bad marksmen, however, 
they were mighty runners; for 出ey soon found 伯母 they had attacked a hornet’s 
nest. In an incredibly shoは space of time, the guards of説1e different Legations 
and the sailors and marines fro偲 the ships of war were in hot chase a伐er
the enemy, who were scampering away over the hills as fast as their legs could 
carry them, leaving 白eir baggage ingloriously scat主：ered over the road, as many 
a cheap lacquered hat and flimsy paper cartridge 間 勤ox, ·preservedるyour Blue 
Jackets as trophies, will t鎚tify. So good was the 拭ampede，白羽生註e enemy’s 
losses amoun総d only to one aged coolie, who, being too decrepit to run, was 
taken prisoner, after having had seventeen revolver sho飴 fired at him without 
effect; and the only injury 住at our men inflicted was upon a soli鈎ry old woman, 
who was accidentally shot through the leg. 
If it had not been for白e serious nature of the offence given, which was 
an attack upon the flags of all the tri鵠ty Powers, and for the terrible re仕ibu討on
which was of n鉱コessity exacted審 the whole affair would have been recollected 
chiefly for 出e ludicrous events . which it gave rise to. The mounted 部co吋of
the British Legation ex1伐uted a brilliant charge of cavalry do明1 an empty road; 
a . very pretty_ line of skirmishers along the fields fired away a gre抵 deal of 
ammun託ion with no result；鉛抗hworks were raiseιand Kobe was held in military 
occupa主ion for three days, during which there were alarms, cutting 酬 out
expeditions·古ith at官1ed boats, steamers seized, and all · kinds of ma詑ial
effervescence. In fact i主 was like fox 四 加nting: it had ' allぬe excitement of 
war, with only ten percent of the danger.’ 持
Pioneer's account agrees with Mitford’s in various particulars: the old woman 
being wounded in the leg, the cavalry charge down the Osaka road and so 
on. However, while Pioneer writes of “ conduct which in all civilised countries 
would be む総経d as a very grave o：託ence 紳 （ and even cites a similar. case in 
At絡をria where an Englishman was killed for 祇tempting to dart 訟をween two 
M位alions ) for Mitford there was a serious . offence in the oめer direction, ·’m
attack upon the flags of all the 釘·eaty Powers ., by the Bizen clan. 
白羽田
A detailed account of the Incident is to be found in the third edition of “ Kobe 
Jiken no Shinsou Kougai " ( Outline of the Tru出 of the Kobe Incident ) (3 rd 
edn. ) written by Okuh1sa Kouzaburou, published in 1933 at Eifukuji temple. 
’raki Zenzaburou was in cha培·e of 士he third group of Bizen soldie路. Foreigners 
attemp総d まo cross the proc偲sion from the mountains to. the sea, but were 
waved back. At the same time forei伊 mぽin錨 crossed from the sea to the 
mountains. They were warned. One of them shouted something as he ran aα＇OSS.
At thaま time other foreigners were watching. One of them carried a pistol. . He 
walked in front of the third ( Taki's ) group and threatened ’faki. Some Bizen 
clan members said "Kill the foreigner" , and a sho武 sp伺r hit the foreign釘
in the hip. The foreigner w部surprised. He ran in匂 a priva総 house and from 
the back door ran 主owards the sea. As he re仕儲総d he was 自red on by the 
first and second Bizen groups. Many foreigners fired back from the se拭lement,
and まhe Bizen clan beat a hasty re·仕·eat.
A different version is given by Okuhisa Kouzaburou from a foreign viewpoint 
when the procession was passing：， 出e ordinary Japanese people bowed，む羽生he
foreigners did not. Suddenly one American was hurt. 
Two French marines a託：emp結d to cross over the street Then the order was 
given that they be killed. One escaped, and the other was injured. The Japanese 
group fired randomly. 
After the incident 300 Choshu ( Yamaguchi ) soldiers came from Uchide 骨
mura ( in present day Ashiya ）初negotia総， ht式the foreign powぽs refused 
to negotia総 with them because 士hey did n。ま have imperial authority. 
Hiki Tatewaki，出e leader of the Bizen 佐oops, arrived at Uchide on January 
12th. From th母·e he went to Kyoto on the same day and showed the written 
• let士：er from the British minister to the imperial officials. On the 16 th he went
to Osaka, returning on the 20 th to his troops.
Meanwhile Ito Shunsuke ( later a· Meiji Era prime minister) spoke to Sir 
Harry Parkes on January 12出. Parkes was '' very angry 
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waiま thr1隠days. He then went to Osaka and reported出e incident to a government 
official. 
On the 15 白紙 noon a meeting was held with the representatives of 泊e
six foreign powers. Roches, the French minis総rt was the chief negotiator for 
出e foreign powers. Michitomi Higasl訴訟uze repres錦絵d the 叙nperor. Higashikuze 
promised that 白e inciden士 would not be repe祇：ed, explaining it as due to the 
ignorance of coun註y samurai. He fur説1er promised まhat Kobe would be pro総cted
by Sa総uma and Choshu 釘oo予s.
The foreigners appl'i似託ed Higashikuze's words and agreed to withdraw まheir
ships, which happened evenむ1ally on January 26th. 
On the 16th the six representativ1鎚 met to郡山er and agreed demands which 
were communicated to Higashikuze. Fiおも血e Japanese government officials must 
apologise for the incid飢鳥nex色白ey mu拭 guarantee it would no生協ppen 棺ain;
finally, the officer responsible must be put 主o dea主主 in the w館館ce of the 
foreign represen絡をiv1儲. ( They also discussed financial compen踏まion, but this 
demand was dropped. ) 
The government agonised over the third demand，釦d the head of the Bizen 
cJan ( Ikeda Bizen no Kami Shigemasa ) also hesitaまed. Finally on February 
2nd 出e foreign represenぬまives we詑told t註at the harakiri cer1剖1ony would 
be carried ouま within five days of _February 3 rd. 
郎副 ’ratewaki was told that the descendanお of whoever accepted 
responsibility and committed harakiri ( seppuku ) would be honoured. He was 
told 出is by lwakura Tomomi, a high government official. 
Finally.，’f aki, as leader of the 3rd group, was m剖e responsible. He accepted 
the responsibility" wi佑 pleasure ·: . On February 7 th he arrived in Kobe from 
Bizen. · There was no change noticed in his facial出pr部sion or bearing. 
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On February 9th’raki arrived at Eifukuji at 6 p・m. He wrote his last will: 
that his four year old son should study the chivalrous way of Bushi; that his 
two y，伺r old daugh総r should grow up to be a true lady; and 白紙 his wife (28) 
should protect his mo白.er (73) . 
Many people oむserved the harak.iri, including Ito Shunsuke, Mitford and 
Ernest Satow. At 11 • 30 pm血e ceremony was comple·低 Ito Shunsuke stood 
up and sadly r旬。rted 士：o the foreign representatives who白m left. 
La·町Iwakura Torno副総nt a le伽r to Ikeda, chief of the Bizen clan, 
叙pressing sympa:出y but saying that the national in鵠rest had been b鎚t served. 
It s伐ms most likely 白紙Okuhisa Kenzaburou got the foreign version of 
the s結託 of出e incident from the Japan Chronicle Jubilee Num込町（1868-1918)
p. 4 which includ1総 出e following:
“On Tuesday, the 4th February, a p副句。f Bizen soldi釘s under Ikeda 
Ise and ’fak.i Zenzaburou landed at Hyogo wi自由e o匂低金of marching to 
Osaka to join the Imperialist forces. Their route lay along the road to the 
north of the Sett!回nent, the high road to Osaka and Kyoまo. Flushed with 
the triumph of 出e 伺use 白ey were 槌pousing and believing it was only 
a maまter of days before the foreigner would no longer be suffered to defile 
the soil of Japan, they W町e in a mood when a 釘ifling mc1dent was sufficient 
まo arouse まhem 旬 a dangerous angeιAs they passed with the customary 
shout of ' shita ni iro ’ 〈“ Down on your kne偲！っ白e Ja抑nese むowed
down, but naturally the forei伊1ers who wert: wa凶ting the cavalcade pass 
refused 知 do so. This roused曲e fury of the Bizen men. An American was 
attacked by one of出e samurai, but suα
：eeded in getting away. Two French 
m制加� crossed the line of pro低ssion, which, as usual, was not a close 
formation like the march of European soldiers, and白e order was given 
to· cut them down. One managed to escape unhurt, and the other re悦ived
a slight wound. The Bizen men 出en opened fire right and left on every 
forei郡町 they saw, but まheir marksmanship was very wild, for they suα：eded 
in wounding one man only, an American sailor . 
This forejgn version blarn鎚白e Bizen men� suggesting 倫at they wぽe anti 帥
foreigners. This seems unlikely, as do傍白e following passage: 
“Had the warships and mHitary guards not been on the spo丸the attack 
on unarmed foreigners rnjght easily in出e t智nper of the samurai have become 
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a whol部ale massacre, with the possible effect of- changing the whole course 
of Japanese modem history，”（ p. 8) 
Yet one of 討1e most inaccurate of all 出e accoun総 must surely be 白紙 of
the r偲pected British diplomat, Erne試Mason S杭ow. He claims in his “ A Diplomat 
in Japan ”（ Ch. 26) that an American marine was shot dead by the Bizen men 
for passing in front of their pro伐ssion. No other account go儲白is far. 
One is reminded i町総iはめly of Sir Ru出ぽford Alcock’s quotation of the 
“dictum variously at凶buted to James I and Sir日enry Wotton, . . . our 
diplomatic corps was composed of • men of quality, sent abroad to lie for 
出e benef社of 品eir country ’ ” ＿10 
How else is Satow’s s給総ment to be explained, if not 総 a blatant fatsぬ.ood?
The account given by Okuhisa Kouzaburou has the ring of authenticity about 
it in several respects, although it c釦not be acce詳ed in full, particularly 部
it provides alternative versions of をhe start of 出e incident. 
Nemoto however suppo吋s the idea that a meeting took place between Sir 
Ha口y Parkes arid Ito Shunsul偲， and even quotes the supposed t低t of the 
低change:
Parkes (wi出 an angry loo註＜？n his face ）： “ I understand that in your 
country血e Bakufu has been replaced by a new· government. Yet no respects 
haveお側n paidむy the new government to any of the foreign powers. This 
Kobe incident will be a tes士 of your new government’s a投itude, and we shall 
draw our own conclusions. 持11 ( See also the quotation a主 the b句inning of 
this a詑icle.)
Nemoto also states that 出e next day (January 13 th ) Ito Shunsuke huπied 
to Kyoto to speak· with Higashikuze Michitomi. He and Higashikuze agreedめat
the first priority was to info m 偽e foreign powers that as a resu,lt of the 
restoration of imperial rule the government of J叩an wasぬbe conducted once 
again by the imperial む：ourt. It was therefore 4ecided in counsel that a declaration 
to this effect, dated January 10th, would be 結成主o each foreign power. Nemo主o
notes wha主 he believes to be deliberate baζkdating of tおe declaration, and even 
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suggests that the declaration was a forgery, made without the Emperor's 
knowledge. ( He does this by referen切 to a petition to the Emperor白ted February 
7 th from various lords requesting 白紙 na討onal poJicy be changed, i. e. th続
出e emperor take over 鵠 head of sta枇） 12
Whe出er or not Nemoto is right on the above point, the government app儲抱
to have ordぽ·ed怯e Bizen cl創生o produce the offender by ぬるruary 7 th, and 
sent officials to Nishinomiya to meet with the clan on the 6 th to make sure 
they would meet the deadline. On the same day the Bizen clan produced a 
statement naming Taki Zenzaburou 錨 the person 陀sponsible for the incident 
A careful reading of the Bizen statement shows the anger and resentment 
felt by the Bizen clan toward the government at this time. The government 
repr1儲印刷ive Date r鎚ponded to the clan as follows: 
“In まhis a釘air your clan has b伐n mosま unfortuna飽. The Imperial Court 
has 仕ied its utmost to have the death· sen ten記 commuted, negotiating with 
all· the foreign powers. It is very hard for you to bear but . . . 13 
Nemoto quoまes in full the letter from Iwakura Tomomi to Ikeda, the chief 
of出e Bizen clan, and iま is clear that consolation is intended. However, the 
resentment of the Bizen cl初旬，wards its own govemmenま was real and quite 
understandable in the circums士郎ces, although there was no tangible expr槌sion
of feelings by the clan. 
In this contex主 ·it is intぽ·esting to recall Mitford’s report of Taki'sお訂akiri
ceremony: 
“Since I wrote the above, we have heard that, before his. entrγinto the 
f拭al hall，’f aki Zenzaburo called round him all those of his own clan who 
were prese叫many of whom ·had carried out his order to fire, and, addr，偲sing
them in a short speech, acknowledge 討1e · heinousness of his crime and the 
justice of his 鈍ntence and warned them solemnly まo avoid any repeti主ion of 
attacks on foreigners .. They were also addressed by the officers of tf1e Mikado, 
who urged them to bear no ii卜 will against us on account of the fate of their 
fellow - clansman. They d舵Jared 出ey entertained no such feeling.”“ 
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註 seems more likely that any ill ii侃ling entertained by 白e Bizen clan was 
di陀cted at the govemme叫which had 叩parently let them down so badly.
Nemoto’s account of the incident includes an examination of the strained 
rel説ionship between出e British Minis総r, Sir Ha汀y Parkes, and his French 
counterpart, Leon Roches.us We have already s関n how J;>arkes placed the bJ舘ne
squarely on the Bizen men for incident. It is also true 白紙 the new gov1ぽnmenま
was afraid of forei伊 mil投獄y, power.，出e especially after血e bombardmenを of
Shimonoseki in 1864 .話。1wever, N,飢1oto sp伐ula総s thaま Parkes may have felt 
he had gone too far in blaming白e Bizen men unilaterally. 
In any case, when Godai Saisu註e and Ito Shunsuke ( on the ins仕uctions
of D話e Muneshiro ) went to plead for ’raki事s life 主o the foreign powe：問。n
February 9th, Parkes declared. his: in飴ntion to aαept the plea. However，設oches
criticised Parkes for being を：qo tolerant When it came to a vote, the French 
Minister was suppo吋ed by the Italian, Prussian and American ministe見 Park部
and the Du主ch Minister were in a minority. 
Roches arrived in Japan earlier than Parkes, and so felt himself to be the 
senior of the two. Parkes, on the other hand, felt he was the senior b舵ause
he was a Special Mini拭er Plenipotentiary and also Consul Genぽal.
民oches arrived in J勾an in 1部4 . Sho吋ly af1まer arrival he had 総sisted the 
Bakufu wi出advice ·on 出e cons廿uction of an iron foundry and shipbuilding 
yard in Yokosuka. Because of this he was trusted by the Bakufu, which fe.託
the other powers were arrogant and only inter，鑓旬d in exc白sive profi栂ring.
On the other hand P訂kes, allying himself with Saigou Takamori of Satsuma, 
合 caused trou ble for the Bakufu with his 会·equent demands for the opening of 
Kobe and Osaka. Together they worked in conce詑 to hasten the collaps e  of 
the Ba註ufu. ( Satsuma contrived to have the Bakufu’ s requests for imperial 
sanction for its actions r.efused by the Cou託） . These ac主ions むrought Par註es
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into confrontation wi品設.oches.
After the British defeat of Satsuma in 1863 , Sa匂uma became Britain’s ally. 
With the help of Glover, the British merchant at Nagasaki, as an intermediary, 
they supplied the Choshu clan with 郡ms to resist the Bakufu. 
Roches was said to 恥 extremely angry when the new government issued 
iぉdeεlaration on January 15 th. Two days laまer 恥 left Kobe and went via 
Osaka to Edo to speak wi白 Yoshinobu, and urge him to restore .the Bakufu. 
The new gov1ぽnment was keen above all not to upset Park出， because it 
had incurred considerable debts to the British in the form of loans. The British 
meanwhile were aware of the government’s weakness, and skilfully exploited 
it to gain the upper hand in the diplomatic g結ne. In this game the Kobe Incident 
W偲ented a golden opportunity which would not come again. 
The meeting referred to above between the six foreign powe見 ended at 8 
p. m. on February 9 th, a mere three hoロrs before ’Taki Zenzaburou’s judicial
harakiri ( seppuku) was ca世ied out
In examining Taki Zenzaburou's las士 oral statement, Nemoto states that some 
reports state ( falsely ) tha士 he had been assured by Godai Saisuke and Ito 
Sh unsuke that he would no士 have to commit harakiri, and that he therefore 
h臼me vぽy afraid 拭 the eleventh hour. Nemoto quoまes Ernest Satow’s memoirs 
士o dispel this myth, and also Mitf，。r s report. Neither has anything but 
admiration for Taki's bearing t。出e ·1ast It seems tha主 he had decided to die 
“for the Emperor, the country, the Bizen clan and the House of Hi話 ” ，
Nemoto further cites Taki’s testament, writ給n the day before his death, and 
his " Song of Parting from the World ”as evidence of his. resolution. The la士ter
reads： “ Kinofu mishi yume wa ima sara hikaete, Koむe no ura ni na wo ya 
agenamu.” 
（“ I renounce now my dreams of yesterday. In the port of Kobe my name 
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will be honoured. ”） 
Nemo主o only disputes Satow’s record in one respect Satow refers まo Taki 
as a criminal { as does Mitford ) . Nemoto sees him as a noble man who sacrificed 
himself. 
’faki’s final statement reads: 
“On the eleventh of last mon佑 in Kobe I cl総長ed unr1碍sonably with foreigne路
in contravention of our country’S Jaw, by giving an order to fire after a clash 
of swords. As I am from a counなy area ( i. e. Bizen〕i was nぱ aware of 
the imperial cou此・S 0凶紅白at foreigners should be treated m a S手ecial way. 
I therefore wi知ess that I will commi主seppuku here to atone for my crime.” 
From Sasaoka Hachiro’s " ’faki Zenzaburou Jisei no ki ” . { Sasaoka Hachiro 
was with ’faki in Nishinomiya after the incident ) 
民emoto compares Taki’s はatemen主 with 出e official version in 
" DaiNihongaikoubunsho ,. and concludes tha主 la佐官 was 免lsified by_ 主he
government for i鵠own convenience. He further notes that a gagging order was 
対抗 byぬe government to Bizen after the harakiri, and th�t the Bizen clan 
gave land to Taki’s children as a parting gift in Taki’s honour. 
Mitford was one of seven foreigners· who witnessed the cermonial harakiri 
by Taki Zenzaburo. Apparently 出is was 討1e first time foreigners had witnessed 
出is eventぃIt too註 place at Eifukuji temple in 託。包e which was destroyed in 
World War II.. Kanetetsu Delika Foods ζompany stands on the old site of 
Eifukuji, but Taki’s gravestone has been moved about 100 metres away to 
Noufukuji temple, which also contains the si旬。f the { recently restored) Great 
Buddha of Hyogo. 
In Mitford’s accoun主there is a long and elabora総 l)Uild - up in which he 
carefully describ鉛 the atmosphere 拭 the temple: 
“The ceremony, which was ordered by the Mikado himself, took place at 
10. 30 at night in the temple of Seifukuji (sic) , the headquarters of the Satsuma
troops at Hiogo ・・ー
. The courtyard of the temple presented a most pictur偲que sight; it was 
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crowded with soldiers standing about in knots round large fires . 
. We were shown into an inner room, where we were to wait until the 
preparation for the ceremony was completed ... 
. After a long interval, which seemed doubly long from the silence which 
pr.evailed, Ito Shunsuke, the provisional Governor of Hyogo, came and主ook down 
our names, and informed us that seven kenshi, sheriffs or witnesses, would 
attend on the pa枕of the Japan槌e. He and ·another o�ficer rep�儲ented the Mikado; 
two captains of Satsuma’s infantry, and two of Choshiu’s , with a repr1邸entative
of the Prince of Bizen，出e clan of the condemned man, completed the number, 
which· was probably arranged to tally with that of ぬe foreign·e問 ．．
A further ·delay then ensued, after which we were invited to follow the Japanese 
witness into the hondo or main hall of the総mple, where the ceremony was 
to be performed. It was an imposing scene. A Jar宮e hall with a high roof supported 
by dark pillars of wood ... Tall candles plaぽd at re郡llar intervals gave out 
a dim myst出ous light, just sufficient to let all the proceedings be seen. " 
Next is described the en釘ance of ’faki Zenzaburou, accompanied by his 
kaishaku ( a brother officer entrusted with · the decapitation after the 
disembowelment performed by the principal using a Japanese shorf sword). 
“a stalwart man, thirty 幽 two years of age, with a noble air, walked 
into the hall attired in his dress of ceremony, with the peculiar hemp邸 時 cloth
wings which are ·worn on g問at occasions ... He was accompanied ·by a kaishaku 
and three o百icers, who wore the jumbaori or war surcoat with gold 幅 tissue
facings ... In this instance the kaishaku was a pupil of ’faki Zenzaburou, and 
was selected by the friends of the latter from among their own number for 
his skill in swordsmanship.” 
With the kaishaku on his left，’faki Zenzaburou bowed before the Japanese 
and foreign witnesses. He. prostrated himself before the high altar twice, and 
警 received the wakizashi ( ceremonial dirk ) wra�ped in paper. 
日is last words were reported as： “ I, and I alone, unwarrantably gave the 
order to fire on the foreigners at Kobe, and again as they tried to escape. For 
this crime I disembowel myself, and I beg you who arc present to do me the 
honour of witnessing the act. "1毒
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Thus died Masanobu Zenzaburo ’raki of the Bizen clan. His death may be, 
regarded as a tragic waste of human life, although Mitford’s opinion is 白紙
“Death was undoubtedly deserved, and the form chosen was in Japanese e}'i鎚
merciful and yet judicial. The crime might have involved a war and cost hundreds 
of lives; it was wiped out by one death.”Whe白釘 one accep飴 that a crime 
wぉ committed or not ( and the evidence is at best sk�tchy ) it is 甘ue that 
the Incident wぉ settled wi白 Taki’s passing, and no further blood was shed. 
Chapt.er Two・ THE KOBE INCIDENT IN CONTEXT 
Whatever .the rights and wrongs and details of the Kobe Incident, it is 
neほssary to place the Incident wi白in i飴 historical context. This requires an 
overview of the major historical events leading up. to the Meiji Restoration and 
an examination of similar or comparable incidents which oαuπ·ed before the 
Kobe Incident. 
As Beasley informs us ( The Rise of Modem Japan, Tuttle ） “ Japanese politi岱
until 1858 were essentially feudal. That is to say, s�ruggles for power operated 
withiJ) a structure comprising Ba民ufu and domains.” However, the crisis in 
白e summer of 1858 “ prepared the way for a different kind of politics.”E 
During that summer, Ii Naosuke, Lord of Hikone, signed treaties without
imperial sanct白n with the American, Dutch, Russian, British and French 
representatives. He signed the treaties in the name of the Shogun. According 
to Stoロy ( A History of Modem Japan, Penguin ） “ These treaties . . . contained 
in the main three conditions. Yedo and certain poはs were opened to foreigners. 
A very )ow scale of import duties was imposed upon Japan. Nationals of the ... 
couりtries wi白 which such treaties we問 signed were exempt from the jurisdiction 
of Japanese law.”2 
There was shrill and widespread opposition to these concessions. The 
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Opposition marshalled i拾elf under the slogan " Sonnou寸oui ” 〈畏.evere the· 
Emperor; Expel 出e Barbarians ) . Naosuke dealt very har油ly with his opponents, 
and became the best 輔 ha総d man in the land, One snowy morning early in 
時的 苦 he was assas�inated as his palanquin drew near the Shogun’s fortress 
at Yedo. 
Fore訟ne路were also the victim of violent a討acks in the early years af総r
the po出 W釘e opened. Two Russians were killed in Yokohama in 1邸9 and 
a Du蛇h mer油ant captain in February 秘的. The secretary of Towp舘nd H釘討s
〈白e U.S. consul 儲tablished in Shimoda in 1部6) was murdered in July 1861. 
The British Legation came under attack on 5出July, 1861 , desαibed by Sir 
まutherford Alcock in • The Capital of the Tycoon ’ as follows: 
" . . . Mr. Oliphan主｛拍1e Legation S民間t恕γ ］ suddenly appeared covered 
wi出·blood, which was sな·earning from a gr伺t gash m his ぽm and a wound 
in his neck - an_d the n低t instant Mr. Morrison, the Consul of Nagasaki appeared 
also,exclaiming he w鎚 wounded, and wi出 blood flowing from a sword cut on 
his forehead ... 3 
This incident aま Tozenji was followed by another smaller one a year later, 
leading to diplom拭ic protests and transfer of part of Britain's China 叫uadron
to Japanese wat1邸．
Such violence took place against a background of turbulent pow1ぽ S位uggles
be抑制I the many Japanese groups wi出widely diver玄関t aims which domina総d
the period. The groups included the anti -foreign movemenもsupported by many 
in the lower levels of the samurai class. Another group was led by the lords 
of the Hitotsubashi party, who stood for baronial privilege, but were not anti 世
foreign. 
The Bakufu tried to tum the turbulence to its advantage in its negotiations 
with foreign powers. Claiming that trade had caused increases in commodity 
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prices which in tum caused unrest, the Bakufu persuaded the powers to postpone 
the opening of Edo, Osaka and Hyogo (Kobe) until 1868. On 6 June, 1862 
a protocol to this effect was signed in London. 
Very soon after in September 1862 another anti - foreign incident, famous 
to the Japanese as the Namamugi Incident, occurred. 
The Namamugi Incident 
This Incident, also known as The Richardson Affair, took place in September 
1862. A British merchant, Mr. Charles Richardson, went riding in the hills behind 
Yokohama with three friends, when he met the daimyo of Satsuma and his 
retinue returning from talks in Edo on the Tokaido. According to the unwritten 
rules on respect in J ap�nese society, Richardson should have dismounted. 
However, either through aπ'Ogance or ignorance, he did not do ·so, To avenge 
such a slight, one of the daimyo’s samurai retainers took 民is sword to Richardson 
and killed him. With this incident, once again a foreigner had crossed the 
boundaries of Japanese feudal tradition and ·paid for it with his life. 
The British charge - Alcock was in England - lodged vigorous protests, which 
caused Edo to call on Satsuma to surrender those who had made the attack. 
It refused. They had, the domain’s officials argued, acted in acco�dance with 
feudal custom and did not merit punishment. Indeed, the affair was the Bakufu’s 
fault for signing treaties which paid so little heed to Japanese tradition. 
British r�actions to the incident were delayed by the long distance from 
London. In December 1862 the British Foreign Secretary, Earl Russell, drew up 
instructions, which reached Japan in Marcli 1863, requiring his representative 
to demand from the Bakufu a formal apology and an indemnity of 100, 000 
pounds. Satsuma was to be required to execute the offending samurai and pay 
compensation of 25 , 000 pounds. 
Although the Bakufu handed over the first instalment of its indemnity in 
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July 1863 ， 血ere was no word from Satsuma. The British Navy therefore 
bombarded the Satsuma capital of Kagoshima on 11 th Au郡絡む 1863 • Later in 
the year a settlement of the a妊air was reached at Yokohama. Satsuma paid 
compensation ( or rather, arranged for the Bakufu to do so on its behalf ) while 
promising to punish the murderers, if and wh侃 they w紅e caught. 
’fhe contrast betwe舷E the Namamugi Incident and the Kobe Incid伺t is 
錨P偲ially worthy of note. Separated by about five years, they cl鈍rly indicate 
the 舵a change in Japanese politi岱 tha主 主∞註place at that time. 
Richardson paid for his imp釘tinence with his life. His murderers were never 
punished, al出ough their identity and whereabouts w釘e widely known. On the 
other hand曹 there was no loss of foreign life in the Kobe Incident In spi総
of this, Zenzaburo Taki’s life w腿句ken in punishment for his "wrongdoing ” 
in the affair. 
明1e Bombardment of Shimo1凶総括
Apart from the Satsuma clan, the other influential clan in the last yea問
。f the Sho.邸m拭e ( Bakufu ) was出e Choshu clan from Yamaguchi. From late 
June 1863 they 拭tempted to forcibly ca汀y ou士thepolicy of 獄pelling the foreigner 
in a .last di主ch effort給手持serve Japan's isolation. They succeeded for a time 
in closing the alトimportarはstraits of Shimonosekiぬforeign merchanまships
by the inはallation of 郡m ba仕ぽies on the shore. However, a joint fleet of 9 
Britis九 4 Dutch, 3 French and one U. S. ships bom込町ded Shimonoseki on 
5th September 1864 and the Choshu 問sistance was crushed. 
The bombardments at Kagoshima in 1863 and Shimonoseki in 1864 brought 
about a change in attitude among most samurai away from reckless atacks 
on foreigners. In 1864 a new leadership began to emer宮e among the samurai 
of middle ran訟in Satsuma, Choshu and ’rosa. Their oゐ，ject w縫s to challenge, 
not the treaties, but the Bakufu. They set aside the debate on expulsion, 
reco郡ising W estem military streng士h, and concentrated on the question of 
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whether the Shogun could survive as the ultimate ruler. 
The Hito飴uむashi grひup ( mentioned above) was keen 句 ensure 説1at the 
節句un d泌総tvive. To this end 倫ey chose士o nego話a総 on 恥half of 出e Sho伊n
wi白 the foreigners, In 説1e autumn of 1865 , the Bakufu was Ia詑 in paying the 
second instalment of 出e indemnity imposed after Shimonoseki. Harry Parkes, 
by· now Alcock's successor, offered to waive all furth町抑抑nen鵠 in return for 
other conαssions: a more favourable 匂riff agreement; the immedia総 opening
of耳yogo (Kobe); and an acknowledgement by the Emperor that the treati悩
had his con鈎nも The las士 of these was s舵ured by Hitotsubashi, making it no 
longer possible for dissiden飽和 claim that expulsion was 佑e emperor's pe路onal
wish. 
Yoshinoむ民 飢1cc，伐ding
Iemochi. With the French Minis総じま.oches, he discussed reorganisa話on of the 
as も舵器ne Sh味unHitotsu bashi ·1n January 1867 
Ba訟ufu on W estem lines. However, by this time Choshu had risen in ar潤ed
rebellion ag必nst
every front 
the Bakufu, and had driven the B誌ufu ’S ぽmi飴 back on 
The defea士 of the Bakufu notwithstanding, the Sho郡m still had a firm hold · 
l"v\(l\:1 
on the Imperial court. In 綿綿γ and June 1867 he blocked an attempt by Sa誌uma
to win pardon for Choshu, which caused the Satsuma and Choshu leaders to 
consider a coup d'etat Yet this proved unnecessary when Yoshinobu decided 
士o resign as Shogun on 19 November, 1867 . This was a response to a set of 
proposals drawn up by ’rosa l儲ders ( especially Sakamoto Ryoma) who 
r伐ommended th抗出e Shogun s註ould step down from office to join the ranks 
of the great lords, being replaced by a council responsible 初出e emperor. 
Satsuma and Choshu we陀 not satisfied wi出 the resignation because 出ey·
feared 白紙 Yoshinobu would be president of the new baronial council. They 
therefore sent 廿oops to Kyoto ( mentioned by Pioneer in his account of the 
Kobe Incident) . On 3rd January, 1868 Sa給uma troops took over the Pala伐
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gates and an imperial council was summoned which issued a d総r侃 拭討pping
the S註0郡in of his power and giving responsibility for governing the country 
back to the emperor. 
The coup d’etaま did not· immediaまely settle all the a培umen胎. Certain 
suppo枕位'S of the Shogun continued to urge that he be made a m儲nber of 
出e new council, and Aizu troops clashed with ' imperial ’ troops from Sa鈷uma
and Choshu in suppoは of this claim. However聖 the ex - Shogun fled まo Edo 
and was d舵lared 路bel by the court. 
The imperial ぽmy, made up of ' loyal ’ domains, progr錨sed to Tokyo 
meeting little r鵠istan侃. Finally, Edo was occupied in early April and surrender 
terms were negotia総d‘Aizu continued まo resisま for a further six months, and 
other Tokugawa adherents fled to Hokkaido. They did not suπender until June 
1869. 
This period of Japanese histoiy is no主able for the triangular interplay of 
出e Imperial court, the Bakufu and the foreign Powers. We see出is very cle紅·ly
in the Kobe Incident, which ha押ened on出e very threshold of the change 
from Shogunate to Imperial rule. 
Chap総r 宝、r総・ 意VENTS AFrEまTHE 蕊OB路 INCIDENT
It is clear that the Kobe Incident happened a主 a crucial 知ming point in 
the history of Japan, namely the momen主 when the B誌ufu was finally replaced 
むy the Emperor. As Beasley points ouもthe issue of who should rule, emp釘·or
or sho郡m , was " for centuries the only significant point of constitutional 
contention in Japan.” 1 
The question which therefore needs �9 be answered is: how important was 
the Kobe Incident in promoting the transiまion from Shogunate to. Imperial rule? 
Or, to put it another way, if the Inciden主 had not happened 参 would the Shogunate 
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. have been able to regain con甘ol of the country ? 
In a s叩se it is possible to say that the Incident was of crucial importanα： 
after all, if ·it had not oαurred, the declaration ( sengensho ) that Japan had 
been restored to rule by the Emperor’s personal administration would not have 
been written in such haste, so that it could be submitted to出e foreign power’s 
representatives on January 15th. 
As. has been mentioned above, the declaration was deliberately backdated, 
and apparently written without the knowledge or permission of the Emperor 
himself ! One is left wi出 the i mpression that history was taking iぬcourse
willy - nilly, and without any one person having much control over it 
At the same time it would be wrong to suggest that the declaration itself 
was conclusive in �stablishing imperial rule. It was merely one stage in a complex 
process，白e beginnin� of which has been discussed in the previous chapter. 
Yet since it was the first d砂lomatiヒ paper proclaiming imperial rule, as far 
as the foreign powe時. were concerned it was吋tal in determining their position 
and behaviour with regard to the new regime. 
Under international law, a state does not exist unless it is recognised by 
o白er states. In this sense the declaration was of great importanぽ for the 偲istenα
of the new government
About three weeks after the declaration was presented to the foreign powe時
( on February 7出） a petition was sent to the Emperor by the lords of lchizen, 
’fosa, Satsuma, Aki and Hosokawa. ( It has already been referred to in Chapter 
1) . The document, which was approved by the Emperor, recommended that
Japan abandon the attitude of 'the frog looking at the world from the bottom
of a well ’ ，and resolve instead to learn from foreigners ' adopting their best
points and making good our own deficiencies.’ This progressive statement may
be considered prophetic in view of subsequent events until the present day.
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The period’s most famous state document was the Char包r Oath, issued on 
6 April, 1868 in the Emperor's name. It promised出at policy would be d舵ided
only af総r wide consultation, taking account of the interests of all Japanese, ' 
high and low ’ ；that ' base customs of former tim鎚 ’ would be abandoned; 
and that in 白e pursuit of national s甘en訴h ' knowledge shall be sought 
白roughout 出e world.’ Beasley comments： “ Implicit in this W部 a hint of 
reconciliation with the defea総d Tokugawa and the trained officials in their 
servic鳥 whose help w舗倒・tainly going to be n総ded if the country’s 
adminis仕ation were to function smoothly. 帥書
In August 1869 , the institu討ons 。f g。1vemment were put into a f。z苛n which 
lasted with Iiまtie al飴ra説。n un主il白e intr ucti。n 。f a Western 聞 style cabjnet 
in 1885 ⑤ The new s仕UC制re was runむy Sanjo Sanetomi and Iwakura Tomomi. 
They were Court nobles, ha吋ng close ties with Choshu and Sa飴uma r鉛P総括vely.
Sanjo had the higher personal rank, Iwakura出e greater political capacity- and 
influence over the emperor. 
The next generation of 出e Meiji leadership included Ito Hirobumi ( formerly 
Ito Shunsuke) who had played aαn討al part in the resolution of the Kobe 
Incident He was a moderniser wi店 better than average knowledge of the West, 
who laterむecame prime minist民 elder statesman, and baron. With Iwakura’s 
help, Ito became出e government’s leading figure after 1880 . 
On 5 March 1869 , the four leading domains of Choshu, Sa主suma，’rosa and 
Hizen submitted a joint memorial putting their lands and people at the Emperor’s 
disposal. In July the memorial was approved and all other daimyo were ordered 
to folJow the example set. H·owever, there was an element of compromise: the 
lords were appointed governors ,of the lands they had surrendered. 
Finally, on August 29, 1871 the Emperor summoned to his palace those feudal 
lords who were present in the city and told them that the domains were to 
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be abolished. They would be replaced by pref，制ures, administered directly from 
the c却ital ( on白e Chinese model ) • Another decree a month la総r ordered 
domain armies給disband，収cept for those which were already pa詑of the 
imperial forces. The dismantling of the feudal structure was出us brought to 
a successful end. 
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